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Transport spectroscopy in a time-modulated open quantum dot
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We have investigated the time-modulated coherent quantum transport phenomenon in a ballistic open quan-
tum dot. ConductanceG and the electron dwell time in the dots are calculated by a time-dependent mode-
matching method. Under high-frequency modulation, the traversing electrons are found to exhibit three types
of resonant scatterings. They are intersideband scatterings into quasibound states in the dots, into true bound
states in the dots, and into quasibound states just beneath the subband threshold in the leads. Dip structures or
fano structures inG are their signatures. Our results show structures due to 2\v intersideband processes. At the
above scattering resonances, we have estimated, according to our dwell time calculation, the number of
round-trip scatterings which the traversing electrons undertake between the two dot openings.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, the quantum transport phenomeno
open quantum dots has received much attention.1–11 The
open quantum dot, consisting of a submicron sized ca
connecting via point contact leads to two end-electrodes,
become an important device for the investigation of pha
coherent processes and their various mechanisms. The
of the dot and the width of the leads can be controlled
split gates. In high electron mobility samples, and at su
cient low temperatures, the phase-coherent length may
exceed the dimension of the device, allowing electrons
remain coherent while traversing the dot.

Meanwhile, there has been growing interest in the hi
frequency responses of mesoscopic nanostructures.
time-modulated fields invoked are either high-frequen
electromagnetic fields12–20or time-modulated potentials.21–25

A number of theoretical approaches have been develope
explore quantum transport under such time-modulated fie
The WKB approximation was employed in the study of ph
tovoltaic effect12 and photon-assisted quantum transport.13 A
mode-matching method was developed ford-profile21 as
well as finite-range-profile time-modulated potentials.22 Ex-
tension of this method to time-dependent field, represen
by a vector potentialAW (t), was carried out by eithe
neglecting15 or including18 the contribution of theAW (t)2

term. This mode-matching method was further extended
accommodate spatial inhomogeneity. The time-modula
field is divided into piecewise potentials connected by eit
transfer matrices17 or scattering matrices.23 Recently, this lat-
ter approach has been applied to study a mechanism of n
diabatic quantum pumping.25 This pumping mechanism i
due to resonances resulting from coherent inelastic sca
ing, which requires simultaneous changes in both the en
and momentum of the traversing electron, by, respectiv
\V and \K. Here V and K characterize, respectively, th
temporal and the spatial variation of the modulation fie
Encouraged by the success of the time-modulated mo
matching method, we opt to apply the method to the v
interesting case of time-modulated quantum dots.
0163-1829/2003/67~20!/205324~7!/$20.00 67 2053
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In the absence of a time-modulated field, transmission
electrons through a quantum dot already shows resona
structures. For the case of a weakly coupled dot—a do
which electrons are separated from the connecting lead
tunneling barriers—the resonance peaks in the transmis
are due to the alignment of the incident electron energy w
the quasi-bound-state~QBS! levels in the dot.26–28 Interest-
ingly, QBS’s of a similar nature still exist in the case of a
open quantum dot—where tunneling barriers between the
and the lead are absent. These QBS’s, again, give ris
resonances in the transmission. However, dip structu
rather than peaks, become the signatures for the resona

When acted upon by a time-modulated potential,
transmission of a weakly coupled dot was found to exh
additional resonance peaks: peaks associated with
sidebands.29 This is due to the alignment, albeit shifted b
n\v, of the incident electron energy with the QBS levels
the dot. Other features found in a time-modulated wea
coupled dot are photon-assisted tunneling,30 electron
pumps,31 and phase breaking.32

Recently, an open quantum dot, acted upon by a tra
versely polarized electromagnetic field, and connected a
batically to the connecting leads, has been considered33,34

The adiabatic dot-lead connections allow an electron m
in the lead to evolve into an electron mode in the dot. Th
situations occur when an electron in the lower mode in
dot can exit the dot without reflection, while an electron
the same energy, but in a higher mode in the dot, is trap
inside it. As such, intermode transitions between the ab
two modes in the dot, as induced by the transversely po
ized electromagnetic field, were found to lead to giant me
scopic conductance fluctuations33 and microwave-induced
resonant blocking in a mesoscopic channel.34

The adiabaticity of the dot-lead connection holds for lar
quantum dots. But, as the sizes of the open quantum
shrink and approach the realm of the Fermi wavelength,
dot-lead connections can no longer remain adiabatic. M
recent experimental findings in dc transport in open quan
dots—that transport occurs through individual eigenstate
the corresponding closed dot;35 and that the conductance o
cillations correlate to the recurrence of specific groups
©2003 The American Physical Society24-1
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wave function scars in the dot10—indicate unequivocally tha
intermode scattering and backscattering are present, res
tively, at the dot-lead connections. The effect of impur
should play no role here because of the high mobility of
sample used in these experiments.

Therefore, in this work, we consider a time-modulat
open quantum dot with nonadiabatic dot-lead connectio
We calculate the dc conductanceG of a time-modulated open
quantum dot and the dwell timetd of the traversing electron
in the dot. We have analyzed the resonance structuresG
associated with the time modulation and are able to cate
rize them according to their respective dynamical proces
involved. Of these three resonance types, one is analogo
that found in time-modulated weakly coupled dots. It is a
sociated with the alignment of the incident electron ene
with that of the ac sidebands of the QBS’s inside the op
dot. The second type is associated with the coherent inela
scattering of the traversing electron into the true bound s
in the open dot—bound state whose energy is lower than
threshold energy of the leads. The third type of resona
structures is most unexpected. It is associated with the
herent inelastic scattering of the traversing electron into
QBS in the lead—with energy just beneath the threshold
ergy of the lead. Also, from the dwell timetd , we estimate
the number of scatterings that occur in the dot as the re
nance structures establish themselves. In all, our results d
onstrate the potential of establishing quantum transport
spectroscopic probe for the QBSs and true bound state
the open dot—and possibly in other mesoscopic structure
through the coupling of a time-modulated field to the syste

In Sec. II, we present our theoretical method for the c
culation of G and td . The numerical results are present
and discussed in Sec. III. Finally, in Sec. IV, we present
conclusions.

II. MODEL AND METHOD

The system under investigation is sketched~top view! in
Fig. 1, where the shaded area denotes the region acted
by a time-modulated potential. The dot we consider h
physical parameters typical to that in high mobility tw
dimensional electron gas, formed in an AlGaAs-GaAs h
erostructure. As such, mobilityme;106 cm2/V s, mean free
path l;1 mm at sufficient low temperatures, and dots w
submicron dot sizes would be in the ballistic regime. T
Hamiltonian is given by

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of an open quantum dot tha
acted upon by a gate-induced time modulation with two leads c
necting adiabatically to two end electrodes.
20532
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\2

2mF ]2

]x2
1

]2

]y2G1Vc~x,y!1V~x,t !, ~1!

whereVc(x,y) is the confinement potential, chosen to be
hard-wall type, that defines the dot and the leads. It is gi
by Vc50 if uyu,W1/2 anduxu.L/2; Vc50 if uyu,W2/2 and
uxu,L/2; andVc5` if otherwise. HereW1 ,W2 are, respec-
tively, widths of the lead and the dot. The time-modulat
potential

V~x,t !5V0cos~vt !Q~L/22uxu!

acts only upon the dot.
For the sake of convenience, the physical quantities

appear in the following equations are dimensionless: w
energy unitE* 5EF5\2kF

2/2m, wave vector unitk* 5kF ,
length unita* 51/kF , time unit t* 5\/EF , and frequency
unit v* 51/t* . The scattering wave function for an electro
incident upon the dot from thel th channel in the left lead is
of the form

c l~x,y,t !5x l~y!eikl (0)xe2 imt1(
n8

(
m8

xn8~y!r n8 l~m8!

3exp@2 ikn8~m8!x2 i ~m1m8v!t#

if x,2L/2,

c l~x,y,t !5(
k8

fk8~y!E de@Ãk8 l~e!eibk8(e)x

1B̃k8 l~e!e2 ibk8(e)x#

3expF2 i et2 i
V0

v
sinvt G if uxu,L/2, ~2!

c l~x,y,t !5(
n8

(
m8

xn8~y!tn8 l~m8!exp@ ikn8~m8!x

2 i ~m1m8v!t# if x.L/2,

where the subscriptsn8 and k8 are the subband indices in
respectively, the leads and the dot, andm8 is the sideband
index. In addition,kl(m8)5@m1m8v2( lp/W1)2#1/2 and
bk8(m8)5@m1m8v2(k8p/W2)2#1/2 denote, respectively
the wave vectors in the lead and the dot. The normali
transverse subband states arex l(y)5(2/W1)1/2sin@lp(y/W1
11/2)# andfk8(y)5(2/W2)1/2sin@k8p(y/W211/2)#.

The matching of the wave functions at the openings of
dot, and at all times, requires the coefficients in the dot
have the form

F̃k8 l~e!5(
m8

Fk8 l~m8!d~e2m2m8v!,

whereF̃k8 l(e) refers to eitherÃk8 l(e) or B̃k8 l(e). Performing
the matching, and after some algebra, we obtain

s
n-
4-2
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FAkl~m!expS 2 ibk~m!
L

2D1Bkl~m!expS ibk~m!
L

2D G
5(

n8
(
m8

Jm82mS V0

v D Falk expS 2 ik l~m8!
L

2D dn8 ldm80

1an8kr n8 l~m8!expS ikn8~m8!
L

2D G , ~3!

FAkl~m!expS ibk~m!
L

2D1Bkl~m!expS 2 ibk~m!
L

2D G
5(

n8
(
m8

Jm82mS V0

v D Fan8ktn8 l~m8!expS ikn8~m8!
L

2D G ,
~4!

(
k8

ank8bk8~m!FAk8 l~m!expS 2 ibk8~m!
L

2D
2Bk8 l~m!expS ibk8~m!

L

2D G
5(

m8
Jm82mS V0

v D kn~m8!Fdnldm80 expS 2 ik l~m8!
L

2D
2r nl~m8!expS ikn8~m8!

L

2D G , ~5!

and

(
k8

ank8bk8~m!FAk8 l~m!expS ibk8~m!
L

2D
2Bk8 l~m!expS 2 ibk8~m!

L

2D G
5(

m8
Jm82mS V0

v D kn~m8!tnl~m8!expS ikn~m8!
L

2D ,

~6!

where Eqs.~5! and ~6! are obtained from matching the de
rivatives of the wave functions. The overlapping integralalk
of the transverse subband states is given by

alk5E
2W1/2

W1/2

x l~y!fk~y!dy ~7!
20532
and the identity exp(izsinvt)5(pJp(z)exp(ipvt) has been in-
voked. We have solved Eqs.~3!–~6! for the coefficients
Akl(m), Bkl(m), r n8 l(m8) and tn8 l(m8). Furthermore, we
note that the sole appearance ofV0 in Eqs.~3!–~6! is in the
form V0 /v and as an argument of the Bessel functionsJm .
This shows a general trend that the effect of the tim
modulated potential decreases with the raising of the
quencyv.

In the low drain-source bias regime, the dc conductanc
given by

G5
2e2

h (
l 51

N

Tl , ~8!

whereN denotes the number of propagating channels in
leads. The current transmission coefficientTl for an electron
incident from thel th channel in the lead is

Tl5(
n8

(
m8

kn8~m8!

kl~0!
utn8 l~m8!u2. ~9!

The current reflection coefficientRl has a similar form and
the current conservation conditionTl1Rl51 is used to
check on our numerical accuracy.

The stationary dwell time within one-dimensional syste
was well defined.36 However, in a multichannel system, suc
as open quantum dots, we should consider not only the p
ability of finding the particle in the dot, but also that due
evanescent states in the vicinity of the dot. Hence, we de
the dwell time as

td5

E E
A 8

^uc~x,y,t !u2& t.a.dxdy

E dy jinc

, ~10!

where j inc denotes the incident electron flux. The subscr
t.a. denotes time average. Here we note that the integra
the numerator and its region of interestA 8 include not only
the region inside the quantum dot~region II!, but also the
evanescent modes on both the left-hand side~region I! and
the right-hand side~region III! of the dot. Hence, the time
averaged probability density in the numerator of Eq.~10! can
be separated into three integrals, expressed explicitly as
E E
I
dxdŷ uc~x,y,t !u2& t.a.5E

2`

2L/2

dx(
n8

(
m8

ur n8 l~m8!u2e2kn8(m8)x, ~11!

E E
II
dxdŷ uc~x,y,t !u2& t.a.5E

2L/2

L/2

dx(
k8

(
m8

$Ak8 l~m8!Ak8 l
* ~m8!exp@ i „bk8~m8!2bk8

* ~m8!…x#

1Bk8 l~m8!Bk8 l
* ~m8!e2 i „bk8(m8)2b

k8
* (m8)…x12Re@Ak8 l~m8!Bk8 l

* ~m8!ei „bk8(m8)1b
k8
* (m8)…x#%,

~12!
4-3
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and

E E
III

dxdŷ uc~x,y,t !u2& t.a.5E
L/2

`

dx(
n8

(
m8

utn8 l~m8!u2 exp@22kn8~m8!x#, ~13!
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where the indicesn8 and m8 in the summation for regions
I and III include only the evanescent waves, andkn8(m)
52 ikn8(m). Substituting Eqs.~11!–~13! into Eq. ~10!, we
obtain the average dwell time of electrons in the open qu
tum dot system.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present our numerical examples
exploring the time-modulated effects on the quantum tra
port in open quantum dots—the conductance and the d
time versus the incident electron energym. In the following,
we choose energy unitE* 59 meV, length unita* 58 nm,
unit of angular frequencyv* 513.6 T rad/s, and the effec
tive massm* 50.067me , whereme is the free electron mas
of an electron. The geometric parameters are chosen
that the widthW1510(>80 nm) for the leads, and the widt
W2520(>160 nm) and the lengthL530(>240 nm) for the
open quantum dot, which is typical for current experimen
fabrication. It is convenient to defineX2[m/«1 where «1
5(p/W1)2 is the first transverse subband level in the lea
Then the integral values ofX stand for the number of occu
pied subbands in the leads.

In the absence of time modulation, the quantum state
the open quantum dot associate closely with the bound s
of the corresponding closed dot with the same geometry.
a closed dot with lengthL and width W2, the bound-state
energyEb.s.5(nxp/L)21(nyp/W2)2 is labeled by a pair of
quantum number (nx ,ny). Then we may obtain the rescale
bound-state levelsE(nx ,ny)[Eb.s./«15nx

2/91ny
2/4 inside

FIG. 2. Energy dependence of the quantum dot conductancG
in the lowest subband as a function of incident electron energym,
in units of «1, for cases of~a! no external modulation,~b!–~d!
modulation amplitudeV050.1«1, with angular frequencies~b! v
50.1«1, ~c! 0.3«1, and~d! 0.5«1.
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the closed dot. For an open dot, the energy spectrum con
of both true bound states and QBS’s corresponding eithe
electrons with energym less than or higher than the thres
old energy«1 in the lead. As such, there are only two po
sible true bound states in the open dot:EB1.E(1,1)
50.361 andEB2.E(2,1)50.694.

In Fig. 2, the conductance characteristic is studied a
function of incident electron energy:~a! in the absence of
time modulation, as a comparative reference and~b!–~d! in
the presence of time modulation with angular frequenc
v/«150.1, 0.3, and 0.5, respectively, which also correspo
to frequenciesf 5v/2p.21.4, 64.2, and 107 GHz. This fre
quency range is typical for current experiments.37 In addi-
tion, the modulation amplitude is chosen to beV050.1«1

(.0.09 meV). There are three dip structures common to
four plots. These dip structures occur at energiesm/«1

52.364(EQ1), 2.672(EQ2), and 3.208(EQ3). These are as-
sociated with the alignment of the incident electron ene
with that of the QBS levels inside the open dot, as is in
cated by the open triangle symbols locating the closed
E(1,3)52.361, E(2,3)52.694, and E(3,3)53.250. The
corresponding dwell time of these QBSs are, respectiv
td.73.5, 26.7, and 69.0 ps, as shown in Fig. 3~a!. These
dwell time peak structures confirm the resonant nature of
states inside the dot.

Another interesting feature in Fig. 2~b! are the side-dip
structures around the QBS’sEQi , which are associated with
electrons at incident energym that are able to make
m-photon intersideband transitions into thei th QBS level.
The condition is

FIG. 3. The dwell timetd of the traversing electron is plotted a
a function of the incident electron energym in units of «1. The
parameters are the same as in Figs. 2~a!–2~d!.
4-4
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m1m\v5EQi , ~14!

where the positivem and negativem indicate, respectively
the absorption and emission ofm photons. Hencem521
side dips are atm/«152.465, 2.770, 3.309;m511 side
dips are atm/«152.165, 2.574, 3.110; andm512 side dips
are atm/«152.266, 3.008. Them522 process in the vicin-
ity of the EQ3 state is barely identified and is atm/«1
53.411.

Two additional types of intersideband transition mech
nisms are found in the low-energy regime in Fig. 2. As
shown in Fig. 2~d!, where the frequencyv50.5«1 is high
enough, the electrons withm/«151.087 may emit\v and
make transitions intoEB2—the true bound state in the do
The electron dwell time of this structure istd>216.6 ps, see
Fig. 3~d!. In addition, electrons may also emit photons
make transitions into a QBS formed at energy just benea
subband threshold in the lead. This mechanism is identi
to be the fano structures atm/«151.028, 1.233, and 1.435
as shown in Figs. 2~b!–2~d!, respectively, where (m
2v)/«1 is close to 1 from below. Correspondingly, th
dwell times of these structures aretd.23.0, 125.5, and
200.2 ps, see Figs. 3~b!–3~d!. More precisely, these struc
tures correspond to electrons that emit\v to m/«150.93
and are trapped temporarily to form QBS’s in the lead.

To provide further evidence for the above two transiti
mechanisms, we plot, in Fig. 4, the spatial dependence o
time-averaged probability density. The parameters are c
sen to be the same as in Fig. 2~d!. When the electron inciden
at energym51.0854«1, as shown in Fig. 4~a!, we see that
the time-averaged electron probability concentrates enti
within the dot and is like a~2,1! state. This supports the fac
that the electron is trapped in a true bound state in the
Second, when the electron incident at energym51.4353«1,
the electron probability has long exponential tails extend
into the leads. The edges of the dot are atx5615. This
demonstrates that the electron has made an interside
transition, by emitting one photon, into a QBS in the le
whose energy is just below the threshold energy. We h
also checked that a similar process can be found even
time-modulated one-dimensional quantum well connect
to leads. A traversing electron can make intersideband t
sitions to QBS’s in the leads or to true bound states in
well.38

To better appreciate the meaning of the dwell time,
define the number of round-trip scatterings,Nsc, undertaken
by the traversing electron. It is the ratio of the dwell timetd
to the ballistic timetb the electron takes to go between t
two dot-openings. The ballistic time for electrons travers
through the quantum dot is simplytb;L/ve , whereve de-
notes the electron velocity and is given byve5\kx /m. We
consider the electron incident in the lowest subband and
the electron ballistic time is given bytb5L/(m2«1)1/2 in
units of t* . Hence, in Fig. 3~d!, the main peaks atm/«1
51.085, 1.435, 2.365, 2.673, and 3.210 correspond to
ballistic timestb.24.0, 16.1, 6.01, 5.43, and 4.72 ps, r
spectively. The correspondingtd’s are, respectively, 216.6
200.2, 71.8, 21.8, and 67.9. Therefore, we obtain the n
ber of round-trip scatterings,Nsc[td /2tb;4.5, 6.2, 6.0,
20532
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2.0, and 7.2, respectively. In light of the above analysis,
can see that two round-trip times are already sufficient
form a significant QBS level inside the open dot. The es
mation fortb could be improved by considering the effectiv
electron velocity in the dot, rather than in the lead. But
expect Nsc to remain of the same order of magnitude
shown here. Moreover, theNsc obtained here is the lowe
bound to any such improved estimation.

It is known22 that the strength of the time-modulated p
tential depends on the ratio ofV0 to v. As a result, for a
given amplitudeV0, the sideband dip features are suppres
with increase in the modulation frequencyv. This is illus-
trated in Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!. On the other hand, if we fix
V0 /v51 in Fig. 5, and choose the modulation amplitude
be V0 /«150.05, 0.1, and 0.2 for Figs. 5~a!–5~c!, respec-
tively, we can see the side dips due to 2\v intersideband
processes in all the figures. This assures us thatV0 /v is an
important index for photon absorption and emission p
cesses. Furthermore, the QBS levels that associate wi
fewer number of round-trip scatterings may be merged w
its nearby sidebands, forming a broadened dip structure: s
as the wide-dip structure atm/«152.672 in Fig. 5~a!. In the

FIG. 4. ~color online!. The spatial dependence of the tim
averaged electron probability density:~a! m51.0854«1 and ~b! m
51.4353«1. Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2~d!. The
edges of the dot are atL5615.
4-5
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low-energy regime, again, electrons are able to under
one-photon~or two-photon! emission processes into a su
band threshold in the lead. This one-~or two-!photon mecha-
nism is demonstrated by small dip structures inG at m/«1
51.024~or 1.129) in Fig. 5~b! andm/«151.118~or 1.317)
in Fig. 5~c!.

FIG. 5. Conductance is plotted as a function of electron ene
m for a fixedV0 /v51.0. The values ofV0 ~or v) are ~a! 0.05«1,
~b! 0.1«1, and~c! 0.2«1, respectively.
nd

s
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ris
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gi,
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To conclude this section, we note in passing that des
of wide dot openings, electrons traversing through the
are still effectively mediated by just a few bound states of
corresponding closed dot structure. Our results show that
conductance spectra for a time-modulated open dot s
more intersideband structures than those associated with
bound states of the corresponding close dot. We believe
these mechanisms should find their way of manifestation
the time-modulated phenomena of other nanostructures.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have extended the time-dependent m
matching approach to the study of quantum transport in o
quantum dot systems. We have calculated the conducta
the dwell time, and the spatial distribution of the electr
probability and their dependence on the modulation am
tudes and frequencies.

In conclusion, we have shown three types of coher
inelastic scatterings in a time-modulated open quantum
We have demonstrated the potential of establishing quan
transport as a spectroscopic probe for the QBS’s and
bound states in an open dot through the coupling of a tim
modulated field to the system.
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